An Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) is proposed to approach the Hybrid Flow Shop with Sequence Dependent Setup Times and Uniform Machines in parallel (HFS-SDST-UM) problem. The latter motivated by the needs of a real world company. The proposed EDA implements a fairly new mechanism to improve the search of more traditional EDAs. This is the Guided Mutation (GM). EDA-GM generates new solutions by using the information from a probability model, as all EDAs, and the local information from a good known solution. The approach is tested on several instances of HFS-SDST-UM and compared with adaptations of meta-heuristics designed for very similar problems. Encouraging results are reported.
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid Flow Shops (HFS) are processing environments found in many real life applications such as real-time machinevision systems [15] , paper bag manufacturing [1] , electronic systems [24] , ceramic tile manufacturing [4] , and others. It is an active research area for which, however, the focus is mostly on problems with assumptions making them different from the problems encountered in real shops. Setup times, for instance, are usually considered as part of the processing Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. GECCO'07, times of the jobs, and on occasions, totally neglected. But, when the setup times are dependent on the jobs sequence such as in [9] and [4] , it is advisable to consider them separately from the processing times. It is also common that new machinery is acquired in order to increase the processing capacity of the shops. This situation leads to HFS with uniform parallel machines (or machines in parallel with different speeds), see [16] for definition. This is because, often, new machines are faster both in processing and setup times than their older counterparts. We are concerned here, motivated by the needs of a real world cardboard box company, with HFS problems with sequence dependent setup times (SDST), and uniform machines (UM). The problem is referred to as HFS-SDST-UM.
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA) are stochastic optimisation methods which rely on the construction and maintenance of a probability model that characterises satisfactory solutions for a problem, [11] , [14] . The model is updated iteratively and used to sample new solutions. A relatively new genetic operator, the Guided Mutation (GM) [25] , has been implemented and used as the mechanism to generate new solutions in the EDA process. In order to generate new solutions, EDA with GM (EDA-GM) uses the global information provided by the probability model in conjunction with the local information of a good known solution. EDA-GM has proved to be effective for the solution of the Maximum Clique Problem [25] , and the Quadratic Assignment Problem [26] . It is, therefore, natural to try it on HFS-SDST-UM.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of HFS and the problem formulation. Section 3 investigates the validity of the Proximate Optimality Principal (POP), [5] , in HFS-SDST-UM. Many search technologies, including EDA-GM, rely on its validity to be effective. Section 4 provides insights into EDA-GM and how it can be applied to the problem addressed here. Section 5 presents and discusses experimental results. Section 6 discusses some properties of the convergence process of EDA-GM. Section 7 is the conclusion.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Hybrid Flow Shops (HFS) are manufacturing environments characterised by a series of m processing stages, each having, potentially, multiple parallel machines [2] . The problem is to schedule a set of n jobs, all following the same process direction, such that a cost function is minimised. Even in the case of two stages and considering preemptive schedules this problem is N P−hard, [6] , [7] . Mathematical programming formulations, branch and bound algorithms, decomposition heuristics, bottleneck exploiting procedures, adaptations of heuristics for simplified versions of the problem and stochastic search heuristics are all part of the portfolio of techniques to solve it. We refer the reader to [22] , [13] , [9] and [4] for good reviews.
Recent algorithms for the solution of different variants of HFS, [20] , [23] , [21] , [15] , [8] , [4] , [18] , exploit the observations reported in [19] . There, a method that enumerates n! schedules, each stemming from a permutation of the n jobs, is suggested. Each permutation is used to assign the jobs in the first stage. The rest of the schedule is produced in a First In First Out (FIFO) manner. Even though this method does not guarantee finding the optimum solution, it reaches it most of the time, and when not, it produces solutions which are reasonably close to it.
An n! search space is still too large to enumerate. In [8] a Random Keys Genetic Algorithm (RKGA) was employed to explore the space of permutations and used for the solution of HFS with SDST. RKGA outperformed several other specialised heuristics such as heuristics aimed at the travelling salesman problem, Johnsons' rule based heuristics and in [10] an adaptation of an iterated local search algorithm called the problem space based search method [12] . In [4] a traditional permutation representation Genetic Algorithm (GAH , as originally named) was employed to schedule a HFS with SDST and unrelated machines in parallel. GAH was compared with other heuristics and meta-heuristics and outperformed them all.
Formulation
It is assumed that n jobs are to be processed through m different stages. Each stage has at least one machine, with one or more having at least two parallel machines, possibly with different speeds. Any machine can process at most one job at a time and any job is processed on at most one machine at a time. Furthermore, every job is processed on at most one machine in any stage. Preemptions are not allowed. The setup times are dependent on the machine and the jobs sequence.
In the following, j represents a job and k a stage. Each job has to be processed in k stages. Let o jk be the corresponding operation of job j in stage k and p jk be the amount of work required by operation o jk in stage k. Let v lk ∈ N be the speed of machine l in stage k. This is the units of work that machine l can process per unit of time. Then, the processing time required by operation o jk , if processed in machine l, is p jkl = p jk v lk . The setup work required by operation o jk , if it is processed immediately after operation o qk is s jqk . As with the processing times, the setup times are also machine dependent, the setup time of operation o jk , if processed immediately after operation o qk in machine l in stage k, is s jkql = s jqk v lk . Let ω kl be a set of operations o jk assigned for processing to machine l in stage k. Let S kl be a permutation of the elements in ω kl representing the order in which operations must be processed. Let S k = S m k l=1 S kl and S = S m k=1 S k , where m k is the number of machines in stage k. S, being the set of sequences of jobs in all machines, can be easily translated into a unique schedule. S, to be feasible, must ensure that all operations to be processed in stage k are assigned for processing strictly once. Let ψ be a problem instance of the type HFS-SDST-UM and Ω ψ the set of all feasible schedules. Let Cj(S) be the completion time of the last operation of job j according to schedule S. The maxj Cj(S) value is, then, the completion time of the las operation to exit the shop, or the makespan. Using the standard notation to refer to the makespan, maxj Cj will be expressed, hereafter, Cmax. The problem investigated here is that of finding S ∈ Ω ψ such that its makespan, Cmax(S) value, is minimum.
VALIDATING THE PROXIMATE OPTIMALITY PRINCIPLE
Often, and certainly in the case of EDA-GM, heuristics rely on the assumption that good solutions have similar structures. This is the Proximate Optimality Principle (POP) [5] .
In order to verify the POP in our problem of interest, 8 instances, from the ones described in Section 5.1, were selected so that different problem sizes were represented. On these, the following experiments were carried out in a similar fashion as in [26] . 1000 schedules Si, i = 1, . . . , 1000 were obtained as follows: a random permutation πi, of n elements, was generated, and its corresponding schedule Si constructed using the procedure described in Section 4.1. These were evaluated and sorted in non-decreasing order of their Cmax value. For every Si, 1000 new schedules S j i , j = 1, . . . , 1000, were built. To do this, πi was modified into π j i so that the latter is different from πi in 0.1n items. π j i was used to construct a new schedule S j i using the procedure described in Section 4.1. For every new set of instances, the average on their Cmax value was calculated. Figure 1 plots the average of the 1000 instances generated from each Si. In the x axis are S1, . . . , S1000 in the ascending order of their Cmax value. Note that, in all cases, the average costs of the schedules increase along the x axis. This provides evidence to support that the POP holds for the HFS-SDST-DM problem. It is therefore, reasonable, to construct new solutions using information collected from good solutions visited in previous search.
EDA WITH GUIDED MUTATION FOR THE HFS-SDST-UM

Solution representation
Let π = (π(1), π(2), . . . , π(n)), where π(i) is a job index, be a permutation dictating the priorities of operations at the first stage of the shop. A full schedule can be obtained from π by assigning operations in the first stage in the order dictated by it and constructing the rest by prioritising operations according to increasing release times (r jk ). In all stages operations are assigned to the machine that allows them the fastest completion time. See the following procedure.
CP (π)
1. Set S kl = ∅ for all k and l (an initial empty schedule). 
Return maxj Cj(S).
Remember that S kl is the set of sequences of jobs assigned to machine l in stage k and S the set of all of them (see Section 2.1). Note that, at steps 2.b and 3.b.ii, the release time of each operation at stage k + 1 is set as the completion time of its precedent operation at stage k.
Estimation of Distribution Algorithm with Guided Mutation
While Genetic Algorithms (GA) produce offspring through recombination and mutation operators, EDA does it by sampling from a probability model that characterises good solutions, [11] . As GA, EDA-GM maintains a population of N solutions P op = {π1, . . . , πN }, but also a probability matrix:
where prob(t) models the distribution of promising solutions at iteration t. Value probij is the probability that job j is considered at the i th place of a permutation, i.e., P (π(i) = j).
Initially (t = 0), every element of prob(0) is set to 1 n 2 , N permutations are sampled randomly and evaluated using CP (π). At iteration t > 0, given a set of interesting permutations, P op(t), these are used to update the probability matrix prob(t) :
where πw is the w th element of P op(t) and
0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a learning rate (to be tuned); the smaller it is, the greater is the contribution of P op(t) to prob(t).
Guided Mutation
A shortcoming of EDA is that, occasionally, solutions that are not very representative of the current model, but nevertheless are good, are not well exploited in future iterations. This is because the information of such solutions is too different from the one in the model. Therefore its impact is of little importance. To overcome this limitation, the GM operator was introduced, [25] , [26] . GM allows a solution π * to participate, in conjunction with prob(t), in the sampling of new solutions. A parameter 0 < α < 1, establishes the level of participation of π * and prob(t). GM starts selecting randomly αn elements from π * and copies them to the new solution σ. The missing elements in σ are decided through prob(t). See the following procedure.
GM (prob(t), π * )
1. Set I = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let K be a set of αn elements in I, selected random-uniformly. Set V = I\K.
For each i ∈ K :
(a) set σ(i) = π * (i) and I = I\{π * (i)}.
While (I = ∅):
(a) select an i from V and randomly choose a k ∈ I with probability
Return σ.
In this way, at every iteration t > 0, M new solutions are generated through GM.
A restarting strategy
Once prob(t) has converged to a local optimum, it is difficult to escape from it. It is possible to sample new solutions which are far from the current searching area by means of 1−prob(t). After a specified number of iterations, L, without an observed improvement, N solutions are generated as follows, [26] .
Restart(prob(t))
1. Set I = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
2. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n : (a) randomly select a k ∈ I with probability
(b) set σ(i) = k and I = I\{k}.
Return σ.
The complement of prob(t) is used to generate solutions that are as different as possible from the ones represented by the current model. This new sample is then used to update prob(t), moving the search into a different area.
General framework
The general framework of EDA-GM to solve the HFS-SDST-UM is as follows.
1. Generate a set P op(0) = {π1, . . . , πN } of N random permutations. Evaluate them, i.e. CP N i=1 (P op(0)i). Set π * to be the best solution in P op(0); set t = 0 and initialise prob(t).
2. Generate σ = {σ1, . . . , σM }, where σi = GM (prob(t), π * ); CP m i=1 (σi). In words, generate M solutions using GM and evaluate them.
3. Let P op(t+1) be the best N solutions from P op(t) S σ. Set t = t + 1; set π * to be the best solution found so far. Update prob(t) using Formula 1.
4. If the stopping condition is met, stop. Return π * .
5. If the restarting condition is not met go to 2.
P op(t)
I.e. generate a new population P op(t) of N elements using the previously described restarting procedure and evaluate them. Let π * be the best solution found so far. Update prob(t) using expression 1. Go to 2.
Parameter Tuning
In a pre-experimental tuning stage, combinations of the following parameter values were evaluated. The one shown in bold was found to be adequate.
• population: N ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}
• solutions generated per iteration: M ∈ {2, 5, 10}
• the parameter for GM: α ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2}
• learning rate to update prob(t): β ∈ {0.20, 0.30, 0.40}
• restarting condition: after L ∈ {100, 150, 200} iterations without observed improvement
The settings in bold are used in the experiments reported in the next section.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Instance Generation
Even though our investigation is motivated by a real world problem, not enough data is yet available to generate problem instances to evaluate the proposed heuristic. We rely, therefore, on carefully generated random instances.
Each problem is a feasible combination of the following factor levels (for a total of 4 × 4 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 512 instances):
• n ∈ {20, 40, 60, 80} ;
• m ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} ;
• m k ∈ {U (2, 3), U (2, 6)} ;
• p jk ∈ {U (50, 70), U 126(10, 100)} ;
The number of jobs and stages (instance size) are known to have an important impact on the performance of algorithms. Because of this, 4 levels were studied. Different numbers of machines per stage produce instances with different bottleneck criticalness. The instances with 2 to 6 machines per stage are more likely to have important bottlenecks than those with 2 to 3 machines. This is because in the former case the chances of having stages with remarkably higher capacity than others are higher than in the latter.
The processing times in the fastest machine per stage were generated in two levels. This is in order to study the effect of having instances where the processing times are similar and those in which they are different. The setup times were generated as a proportion of the fastest expected processing time of operations; between 5% and 15% and between 10% and 30% for cheap and expensive setups, respectively. The speeds of the machines were generated between 2-3, and 1-3. Bearing in mind that p jkl =
, these two intervals generate instances where the fastest machine in any stage is at most 1.5 times faster than the slowest one, in the first case, and 3 times faster in the second one.
Evaluation metric
The performance of the heuristics is measured using the deviation of its returned solution from a lower bound, LB, proposed in [17] , as follows:
In Formula 2, dev Hψ is the error from LB obtained by heuristic H on problem instance ψ. Cmax(H ψ ) is the makespan of the solution obtained by heuristic H for problem instance ψ. Since LB is a lower bound, the dev value is an estimate of the percentage error of a given solution from the optimum. Since the reasoning behind LB is quite involving, the interested reader is referred to [17] for further details.
Results obtained with EDA-GM
EDA was run 10 times with a stopping condition set to 10,000 solution evaluations. The results according to Formula 2 are reported as columns "mean" and "std" (mean and standard deviation) under the heading EDA-GM of Table 1.
According to Table 1 all variables have an impact on the errors from the lower bound. However, the number of jobs, the number of stages, and the setup times, seem to be the ones that influence the most the results. This is not surprising, since at least for these variables (number of jobs and stages) a similar effect has been observed, [20] . On the other hand, given that LB2 is based on thep jkl values, which are calculated considering the fastest possible processing and setup times, an increase in the variation of machine velocities and setup times add to the errors of LB. We can just conclude that both LB and the solution methods contribute to the errors. Further analysis is necessary to establish in what proportion each of these is responsible.
Results obtained with other methods
In [4] and [8] attempts have been made to solve variants of HFS close enough to the one with which we are concerned here. There, two methods, notably RKGA and GAH , already mentioned in Section 2, have been used with some success. We think that it is worthwhile for the potential reader to have an idea of how EDA-GM and these two methods compare on the instances that we have generated and considered here. Indeed we have implemented RKGA and GAH and applied both of them to the instances of HFS-SDST-UM described above. The same parameter settings recommended in [4] and [8] were adopted in our experiments. This is given that the results with the best settings we found were similar to those already recommended; any change seemed to be unjustified. The results in terms of the metric of Formula 2 are recorded in the last 4 columns of Table 1 under the headings RKGA and GAH . Note that all experiments were run 10 times on a 3.0 MHz processor with 1.0 GB of RAM running Windows XP. All implementations were in Java SE 5.0. All algorithms were given the same number of function evaluations per run. A summary of all results is given in Table 2 . These results show the relative superiority of EDA-GM over the other two on the instances considered.
DISCUSSION
In order to visualise the convergence process of EDA-GM, a graphical tool, consisting of a grid with the same number of cells as elements in prob(t), has been developed. Every cell i, j is coloured in proportion to probij, in this case in a gray scale. Figure 2 shows 9 of these grids. The closest to 1 that probij becomes, the darker cell ij is. The 9 grids in Figure 2show , from left to right and top to bottom, a typical convergence process observed when solving HFS-SDST-UM. As can be seen, the grid on the top left corner is light gray (all probabilities are 1 n 2 ). In the bottom-right one, there is a single black cell by row and column and the rest close In all the observed HFS-SDST-UM instances, the convergence process was, as can be seen in Figure 2 , from the top of the grid to the bottom of it. In other words, the first elements of the permutation converged first, then the second ones and so on. The explanation for this behaviour, that we believe influences the success of EDA-GM, is that the first elements assigned to the permutation define the activation of the processing stages, including the bottleneck (critical stage). Methods such as the Shifting Bottleneck Procedure (SBP) [3] , base their decisions on detecting and activating, as soon as possible, the critical stages. In a HFS, it is important to assign at the very beginning the jobs that allow the bottleneck to become active as early as possible. As the machines in the stages are loaded, the addition of jobs becomes less relevant to the overall cost, and so, the last elements of the permutation are the last to be decided on.
CONCLUSION
This paper studied a variant of the HFS scheduling problem which allows sequence dependent setup times and machines with different velocities per stage. This problem, being a generalisation of the HFS, matches a larger set of real world cases. A relatively new algorithm, EDA-GM, has been adapted to solve the mentioned problem. The performance of the algorithm on the test set was compared with that of two other heuristics. The reported results suggest that EDA-GM is a good algorithm for the problem.
In order to understand how the algorithm works in practice, a graphical tool was developed and used. The tool allowed us to observe that EDA-GM decides the first components of the schedules first, i.e. the top components of the permutations are settled early on in the search. This trend is followed until the last component is decided.
